Success Story

Manufacturing defects are expensive and
removing these errors prior to equipment
leaving the production ﬂoor is an achievable
result when utilizing the proper assembly
equipment.
In the below case study,
implementing proper tooling resulted in a
signiﬁcant reduction in warranty, service work,
and recalls.

CLAMPING
with QX
CUSTOMER
A global manufacturer of grain and sugar cane
harvesters located within the Southeastern United
States.

CHALLENGE
During the manufacturing process; a sub
assembly cell was responsible for proper
tightening of fluid hose clamps. The specified
torque and angle of these hose clamps was not
being achieved by current in plant tooling. This
failure was a direct result of joint conditioning and
relaxation associated with the hose clamp
tightening process. In order to confirm clamps
were properly tightened a manual QC measure
was put into place in order to catch the issue prior
to units leaving for in field use. However, manual
processes are reliant on operator execution and
improperly tightened units continued to leave the
production floor incorrect.
This issue was
exaggerated once units reached final destinations
for use within the field, as inadequate torqued
hose clamps, were continuing to loosen causing
costly warranty, recall, and infield technician
repairs.

SOLUTION
In partnership with the customer, Air Power
implemented an Ingersoll Rand QX Precision
fastening System. The hand held, battery
operated, transducerized tooling solution provided
an accurate final torque, while providing the

operators with tightening status feedback, actual torque
values, and 1,200 rundowns of tightening data for review. A
proper torque strategy was developed allowing the hose
clamp to be properly torqued, relaxed (conditioned), then
final torqued; all within a single trigger pull delivered by the
operator. The need for a manual QC measure was removed
as the torque data was verified, tracked, and retained by the
manufacturing facility for spot check and validation.

RESULTS
Currently, thirteen (13) right angle tools are being utilized
within this facility allowing production to reach new
heights of process control. Proper tightening of the hose
clamps, torque data retention, and date/time stamping
have reduced warranty, service work, and those costly
inﬁeld technician repairs. The Air Power solution ensures
that product leaving the production ﬂoor is assembled
correctly, the ﬁrst time.
About Eddie Wilburn
Eddie has been a Account Manager
for Air Power for over 20 years. He
reports out of our Tupelo,
Mississippi branch. Eddie serves
the Mississippi/Alabama Area.
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ABOUT US
Air Power is a leading distributor of industrial
products and integrated solutions provider. Air
Power shows a true dedication to supporting the
needs of their customer base by not only
distributing industrial equipment, but also
oﬀering repair services in-house and in the ﬁeld,
engineering services for integrated solutions and
over 50 years of industry experience.
Air Power boasts an impressive team of over 30
Account managers, over 40 application
specialists, and 9 branch locations in 3 regions
across the Southeast including Mexico, all under
1 company with 1 mission: to build lasting
relationships by supporting the manufacturing
community with quality products and highly
engineered solutions to eﬀectively assemble,
move, and coat the products that shape our
world.

LOCATIONS
High Point, NC
Raleigh, NC
Lenoir, NC
Charlotte, NC
Salem, VA
Greenville, SC
Chattanooga, TN
Atlanta, GA
Tupelo, MS
Monterrey, MX
Orlando, FL
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